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Mini skeins are the hottest new trend in the fiber world and this collection of 25 knitting patterns will

give you plenty of ideas on how to creatively use these tiny collectible skeins. Create 25 beautiful

patterns that range from a woman&#39;s striped crewneck pullover and cardigan to a slouchy

beanie and a trio of matching winter accessories to a hanging kitchen towel and coffee cup cozy.

This is also the perfect pattern collection for using up leftover yarn. Mixing and matching mini skeins

with yarn leftovers will make a colorful and budget-savvy new project.
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Sadly, there is nothing in this book that I will ever knit. I do a lot of stranded color work and intarsia

but this cute little book uses mostly brights and what my DH calls "clown colors". I should have

known by looking at the photos shown in the preview, but I had my fingers crossed. The patterns

themselves seem well written and complete. And if I ever decide to spend the time reworking all the

color combinations there are a few that might be worth it. In essence - the book is fine, just not my

cup of tea. If you gravitate toward bright color combos you will enjoy this book.

This book has a range of patterns to use up those ends of yarn from other projects or to knit up your

new mini skeins. The projects are mostly smaller items which I like since they seem very achievable

in a reasonable time frame. Good pictures and directions with the right level of detail.

As an indie dyer myself, I get tons of questions from my customers about what to make with the

miniskeins they purchase from me. From now on I'm just going to point them to this book! Cute



projects and a lot of variety, and the photographs are great.

Well I am biased since I love color work. However, I found many patterns I would love to make, so it

was too sad to give it to my daughter and not keep it for myself. Hmmm I may need my own copy!

This is a great book for all those left over yarns in your yarn stash.

While I have not knit any of the patterns, yet, I love the use of color and the instructions are good.

Have gifts planned for the holidays so better get busy. Recommended this to a friend who also has

lots of odds and ends of stash yarns.

This book is very interesting. Apealing and colorful pictures. Definitely I will recommend ot. Tons of

easy and fun projects!!

This is a very useful and full of good ideas book! I really look forward to doing a knitting project.
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